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Abstract
Retrieval Augmented Generation (RAG) is a
prominent approach in real-word applications
for grounding large language model (LLM)
generations in up-to-date and domain-specific
knowledge. However, there is a lack of system-
atic investigations of the impact of each com-
ponent (retrieval pipeline, prompts, generation
models) on the generation quality of a RAG
pipeline in real world scenarios. In this study,
we benchmark 6 LLMs in 15 retrieval scenarios,
exploring 9 prompts over 2 real world financial
domain datasets. We thoroughly discuss the
impact of each component in RAG pipeline on
answer generation quality and formulate spe-
cific recommendations for the design of RAG
systems.

1 Introduction

Recent years have seen tremendous improvement
in the ability of large language models (LLM)
such as GPT-4 (OpenAI et al., 2023) and Llama-
2 (Touvron et al., 2023) to address users’ ques-
tions/queries in diverse domains (medical ques-
tions, math problems, code assistants etc). De-
spite LLMs acquiring immense parametric world
knowledge during the pre-training, when adapting
to real-world applications, their lack of customized
domain-specific knowledge or knowledge of recent
events (Kandpal et al., 2023; Sun et al., 2023), fre-
quently results in outdated responses or baseless
responses not grounded in the user’s domain of
interest, also termed hallucinations (Bang et al.,
2023; Rawte et al., 2023; Li et al., 2023). Halluci-
nations contribute to a lack of trust with users, and
this unreliability is one of the biggest hindrances in
the responsible deployment of LLM based systems
for critical business applications in the financial
domain.

Retrieval Augmented Generation (RAG) is
the current go-to approach to connect LLMs to

1Equal contribution.

live/updated information sources. Existing works
(Lazaridou et al., 2022; Shuster et al., 2021; Ren
et al., 2023) show RAG can reduce hallucinations
and improve answer quality, without the need for
highly expensive and sometimes brittle domain-
specific fine-tuning.

Given a user query, a typical RAG system (Fig-
ure 1) employs a retriever system to fetch a list
of documents likely relevant to the query from an
information source (Retrieval). The documents
are then fed into the context of the LLM, with
users’ query / conversation history, and specific in-
structions / prompts on how to generate a response
"grounded" in retrieved information (Generation).

While there is growing number of proposals
(Jiang et al., 2023; Siriwardhana et al., 2023) to
improve RAG systems (see the survey from Gao
et al. (2023)), very few studies (Chen et al., 2023b)
systematically investigate the impact of each com-
ponent (retriever, prompts, models) on answer gen-
eration quality and interactions among these vari-
ous components. Our goal of this paper is to eval-
uate the efficacy and limits of RAG pipelines for
Question Answering (Q&A) systems in the highly
specialized financial domain.

In this study, we benchmark LLMs’ answer gen-
eration quality and explore the following aspects:
(i) Comparing different generative LLMs as an-
swer generation models against each other and
baseline (purely extractive) models; (ii) Examin-
ing how various LLMs handle differences in the
quality of information retrieval; (iii) Exploring the
impact of varying prompts on answer quality of
RAG pipelines.

In line with our objectives, we curated two
datasets from the banking sector featuring real user
queries. These datasets were used to design test
scenarios that mimic the retrieval of information at
varying levels of quality. Additionally, we crafted
prompts with distinct characteristics (e.g., level of
detail in instructions, requirements for citations,
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Figure 1: Evaluation Framework of a RAG system

response format) and conducted evaluations on six
LLMs. In addition to answer generation quality,
we also evaluate LLMs’ ability to adhere to in-
structions on aspects such as answer style, citation
output format etc.

Our findings reveal that generative LLMs out-
perform baseline models in answer quality, even
on metrics emphasizing extractiveness which could
ideally have given extractive models an advantage.
As expected, GPT-4 demonstrates superior perfor-
mance over GPT-3.5-Turbo, which in turn outper-
forms the LLama-2 models. We observed that the
generation quality is highly influenced by the qual-
ity of retrieval: LLMs tend to provide answers
even when relevant source information is miss-
ing, a form of pseudo-helpfulness varying from
responding with content present in the context that
is somewhat related but not addressing the user
question, to hallucinations. The performance of
even SOTA LLMs like GPT-4 declines with an in-
crease in number of distractor documents retrieved
or when relevant documents are not ranked higher
in the retrieval list. Interestingly, we did not find a
systematic impact of prompt characteristics on the
quality of answer generation especially on OpenAI
models: GPT-4 and GPT-3.5-turbo models are re-
silient to prompt variations, whereas the Llama-2
models exhibit more variability. Finally, GPT-4
and GPT-3.5-turbo exhibit compliance to instruc-
tions around structured formatting and language
style over 90% of the time, whereas Llama-2 mod-
els struggle to follow instructions. To summarize,
the main contributions of the current studies are as
follows:

• We comprehensively assess various factors
that contribute to the answer generation qual-
ity in LLM RAG systems, ranging from sensi-
tivity to retrieval quality to the impact of dif-
ferent prompts, conducted across 6 LLMs on

two datasets in the financial (banking) sector
with real user queries, enabling the testing of
RAG systems in realistic scenarios 1. Our eval-
uations on internal data absent in the LLMs’
pre-training also represents a better estimate
of real-world generalization of LLMs.

• We conclude with specific recommendations
for the design of RAG systems, grounded in
the insights and findings derived from our em-
pirical results.

2 Experiment Framework

This section introduces the design of the evaluation
framework (see Figure 1). To summarize, we ran
1620 experiments to assess 6 LLMs in 15 retrieval
conditions using 9 prompts over 2 datasets for 2
performance aspects.

2.1 Evaluation Dataset Construction
In our experiments, we developed two RAG
datasets from queries against two corpora: (1)
Banking webpages: Public webpages with general
information on banking products, and (2) Banking
policy guides: internal guides for customer ser-
vice executives detailing policies and protocols for
customer assistance. For both the corpora, we had
associated questions, which were either generated
by the actual users and gathered from production
system logs, or were generated by subject-matter-
experts.

We chunked webpages/articles into about 100
word document chunks (also referred as doc-
uments) while preserving sentence boundaries.
Chunks with majority content in a non-English
language or those with fewer than 10 words were
dropped. We paired each question to related docu-
ments via unifying subject matter experts’ coarse

1Unfortunately we cannot release this dataset due to confi-
dentiality concerns.
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annotation and two-staged models (see details Fig-
ure 6 in Appendix ). The questions paired with
documents were then sent to the human reviewers
to (i) assign a binary relevance label to every chunk
and (ii) label an answer span within the chunk,
served as reference answer.

2.2 Simulated Scenarios of Different Retrieval
Quality

The success of highly-customized RAG applica-
tions hinges on the quality of the retriever compo-
nent. Understanding how LLMs are affected by
retrieved documents is vital for developing effec-
tive enhancement strategies and further research in
RAG systems.

We tackle this by designing different test sets.
We sampled 800 user queries for each dataset and
obtained retrieved document chunks using a re-
triever(OpenAI Embeddings2). We then manipu-
late the retrieved list to mimic retrievers of different
qualities to address scenarios listed below.

Q1. How does absence of retrieved "gold" docu-
ment influence answer generation? We created
two retrieval conditions: Retriever-Only (returning
the retrieved set which may or may not contain
gold chunk(s)) versus Retriever-W-GT (guaranteed
to have gold document to the retrieved list)3.

Q2. How does the number of documents re-
trieved influence answer generation? We cre-
ated three conditions varying in the number of
documents displayed to generation models: top_3,
top_5, top_20.

Q3. How does order of retrieved documents
influence answer generation? We further ma-
nipulated the display order of retrieved documents
during LLMs’ response generation. For Retriever-
Only, we added a new condition where we simply
shuffled the order of the documents to judge the
sensitivity to order in general. For Retriver-W-
GT, we added two conditions where we injected
the gold document in the first or last position. In
summary, we created 15 retrieval conditions. For
retrieval_only, we designed 2 (retriever_only, re-
triever_only_shuffled) x 3 (top 3, 5, 20); for re-
triever_w_gt, we designed 3 (retriever_w_gt, re-
triever_w_gt_first, retriever_w_gt_last) x 3 (top 3,
5, 20).

2https://platform.openai.com/docs/guides/embeddings
3in case we need to add we place gold doc in the first

position

2.3 Answer Generation Models

The quality of responses in Retrieval-Augmented
Generation (RAG) systems is significantly influ-
enced by the choice of Answer Generation Models.
Here we compare the performance of several LLMs.
We also report the performance of a RoBERTa
Model, as our baseline.

Baseline Model Since our dataset contains an-
swer spans, for our baselines we use an encoder-
only answer-span extraction model (Roberta fine-
tuned on SQuAD2 (Rajpurkar et al., 2016, 2018)
and Natural-Questions (Kwiatkowski et al., 2019)
datasets).

Generative Large Language Models We as-
sess 6 frequently-used LLMs including gpt-3.5-
turbo-0613, GPT-4-0613 (OpenAI et al., 2023),
and Llama-2-7B and Llama-2-13B (base and
chat)(Touvron et al., 2023). The details of experi-
mental parameters for each model are fully speci-
fied in Table 1 in Appendix.

2.4 Prompts

Previous research indicates that the performance of
Large Language Models (LLMs) can be affected
by the prompts used (Chen et al., 2023a; Zhu et al.,
2023). In this work, we investigate the effect of
prompting on generation in RAG pipelines. In par-
ticular, we created a set of prompts with variations
in factors such as the verbosity of instructions, the
need for direct quoting, explicit introduction of met-
rics within prompts, the requirement for citations,
and specific response formatting, among other as-
pects. The full list of prompts experimented in the
study can be found in Appendix (Figure 11, Figure
12, Figure 13).

2.5 Evaluation Metrics and Aspects

To assess the performance of RAG system, we eval-
uate the answer quality, and instruction following
ability of the LLMs.

Answer Quality Due to the extractive nature of
our tasks (2.1) we followed (Ren et al., 2023) using
token F1 scores which show reasonable correlation
with human subjects (Adlakha et al., 2023). 4.

4We did not report Exact Match because it is misleading
due to multi-sentence answer responses. Reference-free met-
rics are not used due to high costs and we found recall can
be score hacking shown in section 3.4. Specifically, llama-2
models tend to have long generations by copying many sen-
tences from source, resulting in a high chance to get a high
token recall score.
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Figure 2: Answer generation quality (Token F1) of baseline model, GPT-4, gpt-3.5-turbo and Llama-2-13b for
Banking policy dataset. Full results can be found in Appendix (Figure 9 and Figure 10).

Instruction Following Ability Practical RAG
deployments typically require the LLM returns an-
swer in a specific language style and may require
citations in certain structured format that can be
extracted from the model response. Thus, it is
important to measure instruction-following perfor-
mance.

• For structured output, we designed
prompts that require pipe format
(<answer_span>|||<Document_ID>)
and JSON format ({ "text": <answer_span>,
"source_id": <Document_ID>}). We
calculated the proportion of the output that
correctly produced the expected formatting
for each model.

• For language-style output, we designed a
prompt that requires direct quoting from the
source. Therefore, we calculated the the pro-
portion of the sentences of responses that are
directly taken from the source retrieved docu-
ments for each model.

3 Results

3.1 Influence of Retrieval Quality on Answer
Generation Quality

Figure 2 displays different models’ performance
on 5 retrieval conditions with 3 different number

of retrieved documents for Banking Policy guides
dataset (Complete results can be found in figure 9
and 10 in Appendix).

Does the presence of gold document matter?
To address the question, we compare perfor-
mance in Retriever-Only Conditions with that in

Retriever-W-GT-X Conditions for each model in
Figure 2. Across models, we observe that perfor-
mance generally improves when a source verified
to contain answer is retrieved. In other words, even
powerful LLMs such as GPT-4, are imperfect at re-
jecting to answer (“No Answer Found”) in cases of
retrieval failure5. However, GPT LLMs are better
at gracefully handling retrieval failures compared
to other models we consider. This behaviour repre-
sents a form of pseudo-helpfulness in LLM based
RAG systems, wherein LLMs try to be helpful even
when relevant information is missing in their con-
text, overriding the typical expectation injected in
RAG systems to only use information in the context
that addresses the question. This phenomenon man-
ifests as responses containing related content not
addressing the user’s question, and hallucinations.

5We consider "No answer found" or equivalent to be cor-
rect behavior in our metrics for cases where gold document is
not retrieved
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Figure 3: Head-to-head pairwise win rate in Token F1
for Banking Policy guides. Results for Banking web-
pages can be found in appendix (Figure 7).

Does the number of retrieved docs matter? To
answer this question, we compare how models’ per-
formance varies across different top-k conditions
(3,5,20). If the number of retrieved documents is
irrelevant to answer generation quality for a model,
we would expect the models’ performance to not
vary across different top-k scenarios. From Figure
2, we observe across models the influence of top-
K varies between Retriever-Only Conditions and

Retriever-W-GT-X Conditions .

• For Retriever-W-GT-X Conditions , models’
performance tends to decline when the num-
ber of retrieved documents increases: TOP-
K-3 > TOP-K-5 > TOP-K-20. This decline
is less pronounced when the gold document
appears near the top of the retrieved list for
GPT-4 and GPT-3.5-turbo. This indicates that
models are in general sensitive to noisy docu-
ments in the retrieved list but GPT models are
less distracted if the good document is placed
in the top position.

• For Retriever-Only Conditions , models’ per-
formance increases with the number of docu-
ments retrieved. This increase potentially is
due to the improvement of gold document re-
call as LLMs are better at finding gold spans
when they exist than rejecting to answer in
absence of gold information.

Overall, our results indicate that we cannot reduce
our retrieval optimization objective to maximize
recall due to LLMs’ sensitivity to retrieval noise.

simple|pipe-citation

simple|json-citation

simple|quote|pipe-citation

simple|metric|pipe-citation

verbose|pipe-citation

verbose|json-citation

simple|no-citation

simple|metric|no-citation

verbose|no-citation

Figure 4: Heatmap of Token F1 for 9 prompts X 6
Models on Banking Policy guides. Results for Banking
webpages can be found in appendix (Figure 8).

Does the order of retrieved documents matter?
To assess the influence of order, for each top-k, we
compare model performance bar (that is bar with
the same color) among retriever_w_gt_first v.s. re-
triever_w_gt t v.s. retriever_w_gt_last. From Fig-
ure 2 we observe across different LLMs (We ignore
the baseline model whose pairwise implementation
is insensitive to the display order by design), the
performance varies noticeably across the different
ordering conditions. Specifically, placing gold doc-
ument in the first position leads to a better perfor-
mance than in the last position. This discrepancy
is more obvious when a higher number of docu-
ments are retrieved. For retriever_only conditions,
where we compare against retriever_only_shuffled,
the order does not show much influence presum-
ably due to presence of retrieval failure cases that
reduces the gap between naive retrieved ordering
versus shuffled ordering. Overall, our results indi-
cate that investing in a re-ranking system as part of
retrieval optimization is still necessary with LLM
based pipelines.

3.2 Influence of Choice of Generation Models
This section compares different LLMs on answer
generation quality. Figure 2 has shown that base-
line models under-perform the other generative
LLMs counterparts by a large margin. We compare
the 6 LLMs using a head-to-head win rate across
all experiments. Figure 3 demonstrates the win
rate of a model when compared to another model
across all the experiments, which shows the overall
tendency: GPT-4 » GPT-3.5-turbo » Llama-2-13b
> llama-2-13b-chat, llama-2-7b, llama-2-7b-chat.
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3.3 Influence of Prompts

This section investigates model robustness to differ-
ent prompts. Figure 4 captures the answer quality
of different models (horizontal axis) with differ-
ent prompts (vertical axis) for the Banking Policy
dataset. We observe that GPT-4 is most robust
to the prompts with max difference less than 4%
followed by GPT-3.5-turbo about 6%. The two
Llama-2 base models we tested show huge varia-
tions (around 15%) compared to the chat version.
Though there is consistency in prompting trends
across two datasets (Figure 8 in Appendix), we did
not observe any salient effect of prompt features
(such as verbosity, quoting or citation requirement
etc) on answer generation quality.

3.4 Instruction-following Accuracy

Structured Output We assess the proportion of
models’ output that followed correct output format
(||| and JSON). From Figure 5, we observe that both
GPT-4 and GPT-3.5-turbo follow instructions (>
94%) in both styles (||| or JSON). By contrast, for
Llama-2 models, the chat models outperform base
models but are far behind the OpenAI models in
the “|||” citation instruction. All Llama-2 models
tested barely produced a parseable JSON format
with required fields.

Quoting as Answer Style Figure 5 indicates that
both GPT-4 and GPT-3.5-turbo quote more than
90% of the times. The Llama-2-base models also
show high level of quoting (80%) compared to the
chat versions (50%). However, qualitative analysis
reveals that base models tend to copy line by line
from the source text regardless of its relevance to

the question, thereby, cheating the metric. This can
also be observed by comparing the completion to
reference ratio (Figure 5): A high value of 2.9 and
3 indicates that Llama2 base models repeat up to 3
times of the expected completion.

4 Conclusion

We conducted thorough investigation of the influ-
ence of several components of a RAG pipeline on
the overall generation quality. Based on our find-
ings, we find retrieval optimization is an important
part of the RAG pipeline design, even with high
quality LLMs like GPT-4. Firstly, we recommend
prioritizing retrieval recall, while tuning retrieval
systems, as LLMs exhibit pseudo-helpfulness when
relevant gold document(s) are not retrieved. Ad-
ditionally, improving precision of retrieval, either
by using re-rankers or fine-tuned retrievers, will
likely improve performance as they improve the
gold document(s) rank in the retrieved list. We also
find RAG systems to be sensitive to the presence
of distractors in the context. We find a big delta
between vendor LLMs (OpenAI) and smaller scale
open-source alternatives in our experiments, with
respect to sensitivity to prompting, overall quality,
and instruction following on a domain specific use
cases. Finally, for smaller-sized LLama-2 models
we recommend simple instructions as they often
fail to follow longer or more complicated instruc-
tions.

Ethics Statement

All the work done and discussed in this paper meets
and upholds the ACL Code of Ethics. User data
wherever used was anonymized.
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A Appendix

A.1 Limitations
Our research opens up various avenues for future investigation. Firstly, the RAG pipeline’s inherent
nature makes it challenging to comprehensively identify all relevant documents for a query. We aim
to develop algorithms that can enhance automatic identification with greater precision. Secondly, our
study presupposes that answers are derived from a single passage, which is not always true in practical
scenarios. We plan to broaden this assumption to more realistic applications. Thirdly, our research is
currently limited to six models from two families (OpenAI GPT and Llama); it would be intriguing
to evaluate additional models like Claude, Mistral, etc., across a wider range of datasets. Finally, our
study mimics the retrieval quality via manipulation of retrieved documents. It would be advantageous to
examine various real-world retrieval systems to determine how improvements at the retrieval stage can
translate into enhanced answer quality.

A.2 Model Parameters

Model Version Context Length Completion Length Decoding Strategy
GPT-3.5-turbo 0613 15.7k 700 temperature 1
GPT-4 0613 7.5K 700 temperature 1
Llama-2-13b - 3.9K 200 greedy
Llama-2-13b-chat - 3.9K 200 greedy
Llama-2-7b - 3.9K 200 greedy
Llama-2-7b-chat - 3.9K 200 greedy

Table 1: LLM Model Parameters. We used the set of parameters to balance the context length for retrieved document
list and also completion length required to generate responses. Based on our estimates of reference answers, two
OpenAI models can keep more than 99% for both inputs and outputs from being chunked and Llama-2 models
keep 99% (both inputs and outputs) for the public wepage dataset from being chunked and 70% (inputs) and 90%
(outputs) for the internal service dataset.
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A.3 Evaluation Dataset Generation

Figure 6: Evaluation dataset creation pipeline: We paired each question to related documents via a two-staged
pipeline. First subject matter experts (SMEs) annotated coarse grained document labels for certain queries. Given
our requirement for more fine-grained query, chunk alignment pairs, a two stage model based approach was applied
to get an initial mapping and then review it with human reviewers: (1) We took chunks from the SME provided
higher level articles and use GPT4 as a pairwise evaluator of relevance. Each chunk in the SME annotated articles
was paired with the query and GPT4 was instructed to return a binary label for relevance of the chunk against the
query. (2) Since our SME annotations are not comprehensive, there could be articles in the corpus which they did
not tag but could contain the answer. So we used a SOTA dense retriever to get top-10 chunks for a query from the
entire document corpus. The union of the above selected chunks was provided to a team of human reviewers who (i)
assigned a binary relevance label to every chunk and (ii) selected an answer span within the chunk which answered
the question.Our datasets are used purely for evaluation purposes, not for any fine-tuning.

A.4 Head-to-head comparison on Banking Webpage

Figure 7: Head-to-heand pairwise winrate in Answer generation quality (Token F1) for Banking webpage dataset.
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A.5 Prompt Variance heatmap
Token F1 (EVEE Dataset) Token F1 (Chase.com)

Prompt 1: simple|pipe-citation

Prompt 2: simple|json-citation

Prompt 3: simple|quote|pipe-
citation
Prompt 4: simple|metric|pipe-citation

Prompt 5: verbose|pipe-citation

Prompt 6: verbose|json-citation

Prompt 7: simple| no citation

Prompt 8: simple|metric | no citation

Prompt 9: verbose | no citation

Figure 8: Head-to-head pairwise winrate in Answer generation quality (Token F1). Left figure shows the results for
Banking Policy Guides (Left) and the Banking Public webpages (Right).
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A.6 F1 Performance for all datasets, baselines and conditions

 

   

   

   

Llama-13-b-Chat Llama-7-b Llama-7-b-Chat 

Llama-13-b GPT-35-turbo GPT-4 

Baseline-nq Baseline-sq2 Baseline-nq-sq2 

Figure 9: F1 score for all models on the Banking Policy Guides dataset
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Llama-13-b-Chat Llama-7-b Llama-7-b-Chat 

Llama-13-b GPT-35-turbo GPT-4 

Baseline-nq Baseline-sq2 Baseline-nq-sq2 

Figure 10: F1 score for all models on the Banking Public Webpages dataset
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A.7 Prompt List

Prompt ID Prompt Skeleton 
Simple| pipe-
citation 
(Prompt 1) 

Read the list of documents from "SOURCES" (the id of each document is displayed after 'Docu
ment ID:') and address the "QUESTION" by identifying an answer span from the related docume
nt. After the prompt word "ANSWER", return answer span followed by the Document ID of the 
source document that contains the answer span (if multiple Document IDs are cited, use semi-col
on to join them). Use '|||' to concatenate the answer and the citation of Document ID. 
 
If there is no answer to the question, then return 'No answer found'. The format is shown as follo
ws: 
SOURCES: <text> 
 
QUESTION: <question> 
 
ANSWER: <answer_span>|||<Document ID> 

Simple| json-
citation 
(Prompt 2) 

Read the list of documents from "SOURCES" (the id of each document is displayed after 'Docu
ment ID:') and address the "QUESTION" by identifying an answer span from the related docume
nt. After the prompt word "ANSWER", return a dictionary with the answer in the "text" field (str
) and the cited document id in the "source_id" field (List[str]) in json format. 
 
If there is no answer to the question, then return an empty dictionary in json format {}. The form
at is shown as follows: 
SOURCES: <text> 
 
QUESTION: <question> 
 
ANSWER: <{} OR {"text": <the answer span>, "source_id": [<document_id>]}> 

simple| quote | 
pipe-citation 
(Prompt 3) 

Read the list of documents from "SOURCES" (the id of each document is displayed after 'Docu
ment ID:') and address the "QUESTION" by identifying an answer span from the related docume
nt. After the prompt word "ANSWER", quote a phrase or sentence directly from "SOURCES" th
at can address the question. Use '|||' to concatenate the answer quote and one document id that co
ntains the quote. 
 
If there is no answer to the question, then return 'No answer found'. The format is shown as follo
ws: 
SOURCES: <text> 
 
QUESTION: <question> 
 
ANSWER: "<answer_quote>"|||<Document ID> 

Simple| metric | 
pipe-citation 
(Prompt 4) 

Read the list of documents from "SOURCES" (the id of each document is displayed after 'Docu
ment ID:') and address the "QUESTION" by identifying an answer span from the related docume
nt. After the prompt word "ANSWER", return answer span followed by the Document ID of the 
source document that contains the answer span (if multiple Document IDs are cited, use semi-col
on to join them). Use '|||' to concatenate the answer and the citation of Document ID. 
 
Important: Answer Spans must be picked verbatim from SOURCES. Avoid paraphrasing. After
wards, we want to be able to match answers with source documents using string similarity metric
s like exact match and Rouge, so this is very important. 
 
If there is no answer to the question, then return 'No answer found'. The format is shown as follo
ws: 
SOURCES: <text> 
 
QUESTION: <question> 
 
ANSWER: <answer_span>|||<Document ID> 

Figure 11: Prompts List 1
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verbose| pipe-
citation 
(Prompt 5) 

In this task you are provided with some "SOURCES" and asked a "QUESTION". Please answer 
the "QUESTION" based on information present in the "SOURCES" and provide corresponding c
itations. The specific guidelines are as follows: 
 
Guidelines: 
- Source documents are listed under in the "SOURCES" section and separated by '---'. The ID of 
each document is provided after "Document ID:". 
- You can extract <answer_span> from ONLY the sources defined in the "SOURCES" section b
elow. Do not use any other sources or create new ones. 
- <answer_span> must be picked verbatim from "SOURCES". Avoid paraphrasing. Afterwards, 
we want to be able to match answers with source documents using string similarity metrics like e
xact match and Rouge, so this is very important. 
- If there isn't enough information in the "SOURCES", say "No answer found". Do not generate 
answers that don't use the sources below. 
- Always add <citation> by extracting the document ID that corresponds the source of the answe
r span. If multiple Document IDs are cited, use semi-colon to join them. If "No answer found", th
en <citation> is not needed. 
- Report the numbers and key facts in the sources below without modification. 
- After prompt 'ANSWER:' provide your answer in the following format: <answer_span>|||<Doc
ument ID> 
 
The format is shown as follows: 
SOURCES: <text> 
 
QUESTION: <question> 
 
ANSWER: <answer_span>|||<Document ID>  

verbose| json-
citation 
(Prompt 6) 

In this task you are provided with some "SOURCES" and asked a "QUESTION". Please answer 
the "QUESTION" based on information present in the "SOURCES" and provide corresponding c
itations. The specific guidelines are as follows: 
 
Guidelines: 
- Source documents are listed under in the "SOURCES" section and separated by '---'. The ID of 
each document is provided after "Document ID:". 
- You can extract <answer_span> from ONLY the sources defined in the "SOURCES" section b
elow. Do not use any other sources or create new ones. 
- The <answer_span> must be extracted verbatim from the "SOURCES". DO NOT paraphrase th
e answer. Extract it word for word from the "SOURCES". 
- If there isn't enough information in the "SOURCES", return {}. Do not generate answers that d
on't use the sources below. 
- Always add <citation> by extracting the document ID that corresponds the source of the answe
r span. 
- Report the numbers and key facts in the sources below without modification. 
- After the prompt word "ANSWER", return a dictionary with the answer in the "text" field (str) 
and the cited document id in the "source_id" field (List[str]) in json format. If there is no answer 
to the question, then return an empty dictionary in json format {}. 
 
The format is shown as follows: 
SOURCES: <text> 
 
QUESTION: <question> 
 
ANSWER: <{} OR {"text": <the answer span>, "source_id": [<document_id>]}> 
 

Figure 12: Prompts List 2
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simple| no-
citation 
(Prompt 7) 

Read the list of documents from "SOURCES" (the id of each document is displayed after 'Docu
ment ID:') and address the "QUESTION" by identifying an answer span from the related docume
nt. 
 
If there is no answer to the question, then return 'No answer found'. The format is shown as follo
ws: 
SOURCES: <text> 
 
QUESTION: <question> 
 
ANSWER: <answer_span> 

simple| metric| 
no citation 
(prompt 8) 

Read the list of documents from "SOURCES" (the id of each document is displayed after 'Docu
ment ID:') and address the "QUESTION" by identifying an answer span from the related docume
nt. 
 
Important: Answer Spans must be picked verbatim from SOURCES. Avoid paraphrasing. After
wards, we want to be able to match answers with source documents using string similarity metric
s like exact match and Rouge, so this is very important. 
 
If there is no answer to the question, then return 'No answer found'. The format is shown as follo
ws: 
SOURCES: <text> 
 
QUESTION: <question> 
 
ANSWER: <answer_span> 

Verbose | no-
citation 
(Prompt 9) 

In this task you are provided with some "SOURCES" and asked a "QUESTION". Please answer 
the "QUESTION" based on information present in the "SOURCES" and following guidelines: 
 
Guidelines: 
- Source documents are listed under in the "SOURCES" section and separated by '---'. The ID of 
each document is provided after "Document ID:". 
- You can extract <answer_span> from ONLY the sources defined in the "SOURCES" section b
elow. Do not use any other sources or create new ones. 
- <answer_span> must be picked verbatim from "SOURCES". Avoid paraphrasing. Afterwards, 
we want to be able to match answers with source documents using string similarity metrics like e
xact match and Rouge, so this is very important. 
- If there isn't enough information in the "SOURCES", say "No answer found". Do not generate 
answers that don't use the sources below. 
- Report the numbers and key facts in the sources below without modification. 
- After prompt 'ANSWER:' provide your answer in the following format: <answer_span> 
 
The format is shown as follows: 
SOURCES: <text> 
 
QUESTION: <question> 
 
ANSWER: <answer_span>  

 

Figure 13: Prompts List 3
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